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Try some faces of your own faces. Remember to think funny and have fun!
Facial Expressions

Scared or Surprised Sad

MadHappy Face

What do you feel like if you’re scared?
Does it feel like your eyes get big?
Is your mouth open wide or closed?
What does your hair feel like it?

Your character is sad!
How do you look when you feel sad?
Are your eyes droopy? Does your
mouth go down? Eyebrows? Tears?

How does your face look when you are
mad? Your mouth? Your eyes? Do you
girt your teeth when you get mad?

Here are some samples to work with:

4. Now you can add the “extras” such as ears, eyebrows, hair, hat, tie,
    or whatever you want. Just be funny - be creative!

3. Above the nose draw spots for eyes, or your choose your own. Then
   below the nose you can draw a mouth. Make your mouth smiling,
   frowning, sad, anything... but make sure it matches what your 
   eyes are saying. Are your eyes happy, sad, mad, sleepy?

2. Next draw a nose, in the middle, where a normal nose would be. It can
    be a simple circle, a line, or some crazy other shape. Think silly!

1. Now let̒s try something different. Start with drawing any kind of 
    semi-round shape. Don̒t worry how it looks, it can be crooked or lopsided. 
    Actually any shape will work, maybe try a rectangle, square or triangle.

Making Your Cartoon Character’s Face
Let̒s draw the same cartoon character face but with four different 
expressions. Happy, Mad, Sad and Scared. Make sure that your eye 
expression and mouth expression match. Not sure how it should look? 
Have someone make the expression or make it yourself in a mirror. 

How do you look when you are happy
Does your mouth go up? Eyebrows?
Is your mouth open or closed?

How to draw a Cartoon Face in 4-easy steps


